Sample Tweets Regarding Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

Tuition waivers should not be considered taxable income. The majority of stipends would be spent on taxes. #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

The proposed tax reform bill would make it nearly impossible to be a graduate student without holding another job. #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

Repealing sec. 117(d) of the tax reform bill will make it difficult to be a graduate student without being independently wealthy #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

@______, protect your future professors and industry leaders, don't repeal Sec 117(d) & Sec 127 in the name of reform #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

@______ higher education matters, protect your students and institutions! #ReworkTheReform#NAGPS4U

@______keep jobs coming into your district, invest in your graduate students and universities #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act cuts students salaries and decreases job opportunities @______ protect your students #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act will adversely impact the higher education community. #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

The Tax Reform Bill will discourage students from pursuing graduate degrees needed for jobs in the 21st century #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

The Tax Reform Bill will negatively impact and disrupt the model of higher education in the US #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

@______ placing additional taxes on tuition waivers isn't making accessing education easier #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U

Tax Reform Bill takes away students dreams of higher education #ReworkTheReform #NAGPS4U